The ICARUS T600 detector Taking data in LNGS hall B Trigger CNGS trigger :
• CNGS "Early Warning" signal sent 80 ms before the SPS p extraction. It contains the predicted extraction time of the 2 spills opens a 60 µs wide gate.
• Photomultiplier sum signal for each chamber in coincidence with the beam gate • 2.40 ms offset value in agreement with 2.44 ms ν tof (40 µs fiber transit time from external lab to Hall B).
• Spill duration reproduced (10.5µs) 1 mHz event rate , ≈ 80 events/day
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Cosmic ray trigger :
• Photomultiplier sum signal, requiring coincidence of two adjacent chambers (50% cathode transparency)
• Globally 36 mHz trigger rate achieved: ~130 cosmic events/h SuperDedalus : New trigger system based on charge deposition on TPC wires: DRslw algorithm implemented in a new SuperDedalus chip (FPGA), installed and used to improve trigger efficiency for CNGS events at low energy (i.e. below 500 MeV)
ICARUS T600 physics potential T600 is a major milestone towards the realization of a much more massive multikton LAr detector, but it offers also some interesting physics in itself.
The unique imaging capability of ICARUS, its spatial/calorimetric resolutions, and e/π 0 separation allow "to see" events in a new way
The detector is collecting "bubble chamber like" CNGS events: for 10 20 pot CC event expected ≈ 2800 ev NC event expected ≈ 900 ev Muons from upstream GS rock ≈ 12000 ev (≈ 8200 on TPC front face) Intrinsic beam ν e CC ≈ 26 ev ν µ => ν τ detecting τ decay with kinematical criteria (~2 event τ->e ) . ν µ => ν e ( θ 13 ) from e-like CC events excess at E < 20GeV (~5 events CC)
Search for sterile neutrinos in LSND parameter space, with e-like CC events excess at E>10GeV .
The T600 is also collecting simultaneously "self triggered" events: ≈ 100 ev/year of atmospheric ν CC interactions. Proton decay with 3x10 32 nucleons , zero bckg. in some of the channels e + e -pair event rate νµ CC spectra distortion
